
ARTILLERY BARRAGES IN NUTS! 
"NUTS" deals with combat on a very low level, the tip of 
the spear as they say, where you are concerned with 
your squad. Here's a simple and easy to use mechanic 
when an artillery barrage is called for. This can be due to 
a scenario book like Peiper at the Gates or something 
you just wish to use. 

I recommend using it for the Perimeter Defense Mission 
on page 66 of the NUTS rules book. To see if the enemy 
starts the attack with an artillery barrage, roll 2d6 versus 
the EAL of the scenario and check the Artillery Barrage 
Table. This is done after the defending forces have been 
placed on the table. 

 

2           ARTILLERY BARRAGE   
(Taken vs. EAL) 

 
# Dice 

Passed 
Result 

Pass 2d6 Enemy starts off game with an artillery 
barrage.  

Pass 1d6 Enemy starts with an artillery barrage but 
gets cut off early. See appropriate 
Barrage Results Table.   

Pass 0d6 No artillery barrage. Game begins 
normally.     

RESOLVING THE ARTILLERY BARRAGE - INFANTRY 
Once you have established that an artillery barrage is 
under way it is resolved as follows. Keep in mind that the 
whole table is coming under fire! Artillery barrages arrive 
before the enemy enters the board. 

Roll 2d6 versus the Rep of every figure on the Barrage 
Results - Infantry Table, modifying the Rep if any 
circumstances apply. 

 

2       BARRAGE RESULTS - INFANTRY  
(Taken vs. Rep of target) 

 
+1 to Rep if the figure is in cover or in an open topped vehicle. 

+1 to Rep if barrage was cut off early. 
 

A score of "6" is always a failure! 
 

# Dice 
Passed 

Result 

Pass 2d6 Figure starts the game in duck back 
mode.  

Pass 1d6 Figure stars the game hunkered down in 
its current position.   

Pass 0d6 The figure is hit. Roll versus an Impact of 
4.   

 

 

RESOLVING THE ARTILLERY BARRAGE - VEHICLES 
In addition to hitting infantry the artillery barrage may hit 
vehicles as well. Roll 2d6 for each vehicle on the table 
versus the score of "1" and compare the results to the 
Barrage Results Vehicles - Table.  Keep in mind that the 
whole table is coming under fire! Artillery barrages arrive 
before the enemy enters the board. 

 

2       BARRAGE RESULTS - VEHICLES  
(Taken vs. "1") 

 
 

# Dice 
Passed 

Result 

Pass 2d6 Vehicle is hit. Roll on the Penetration 
Table counting a difference of 3. 

Pass 1d6 Vehicle is hit. Roll on the Penetration 
Table counting a difference of 3 if open 
topped and 1 if not. 

Pass 0d6 Vehicle is not affected.   

 

2                  PENETRATION   
Taken vs. Difference between APR & AR or DV of target 

 
# Dice 
Passed 

Result 

Pass 2d6 Round penetrates the vehicle and all crew 
obviously dead. 
Building area under fire collapses and all 
inside are obviously dead.    

Pass 1d6 Round disables vehicle and each 
crewmember must take the Recover From 
Knock Down Test. Crew must bail from the 
vehicle. 
Buildings treated as the same.  

Pass 0d6 Round does not penetrate. Vehicle takes 
Clank Test while occupants of building take 
Received Fire Test. 

 

I hope you find this an easy to use and enjoyable way to 
recreate the effects of an artillery barrage. 

Just play the game! 


